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150-tonne class haul truck
Faster cycle times
Enhanced safety features

Could save the natural industry
By Paul Zimnisky (Industry Analyst)

C

onventional wisdom says that
an increased rate of diamond
recycling results in downward
diamond price pressure due
to the theoretical increase in
supply. However, the contrary may actually
be true today in this relatively nuanced
market. A more prevalent diamond recycling
market could in fact be the natural diamond
industry’s saving grace.
Historically, given that a more active
recycled market would inevitably increase
the amount of polished diamonds in the
supply chain, the upstream and midstream
diamond industries have understandably
lacked incentive to support the secondary
market. However given the current state of
the diamond industry there is new incentive.
Given a rising generation of consumers
that perceive diamonds as environmentally
and socially unscrupulous, not rare, and
overpriced, an increased emphasis on
diamond recycling could in part address
these concerns. The lab-created diamond
industry has already strategically positioned
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itself to attend to these issues, but the
natural industry has the potential to provide
an even more attractive product in this
context.
Addressing the issue of a “green” or
“environmentally friendly” diamond it is
difficult to compete with a recycled diamond
as any energy, environmental, or social
cost of producing the diamond has already

143 million carats
Projected rough
diamond production
in 2019
been realised. While a lab-created diamond
does not involve excavation of earth, the
production process still requires a significant
amount of energy and there is no guarantee
that labour practices are ideal, especially in

legacy HPHT factories in the eastern world.
A recycled diamond is theoretically free
from all of the above production costs on a
society.
Acknowledging the concerns of value,
a more readily available, competitive and
active diamond resale market would increase
the secondary market liquidity for previously
owned natural diamonds which would in
effect support the market price of all natural
diamonds, primary and secondary market.
Essentially the only thing that sets a
natural diamond apart from its lab-created
counterpart is that a natural one is a
non-renewable resource. This is especially
significant given that a diamond is a luxury
item. The supply of natural diamonds is
limited by nature and there is a value that
the theory of economics ascribes to that.
This value is apparent in the secondary
market for natural diamonds and it is why
most of the prominent C2B (consumer-tobusiness) buyers of diamonds tend to only
buy natural. For example, industry leaders
>
WP Diamonds (White Pine), International

The new generation HD1500-8 mechanical dump truck drives down haulage costs
Komatsu South Africa introduces the all-new HD1500-8 mechanical drive dump truck, a 150-tonne class haul truck
designed to reduce cost per tonne. Proving 100 years of innovative expertise can’t be wrong.

KOMVISION
360° VISIBILITY

11.2m
TURNING RADIUS

KOMTRAX® PLUS
MACHINE MONITORING

TRACTION CONTROL
SYSTEM (KTCS)

*
effective machine
monitoring

TOGETHER WE INNOVATE

www.komatsu.co.za . info@komatsu.co.za . +27 87 945 1000
*T&Cs apply.
Materials and specifications are subject to change without notice. Product images may include optional equipment.
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DIAMOND RECYCLING
A 0.78-carat diamond that was resold
through IIDV at a 35% haircut.

Recycled diamond transaction actual example
(C2B) Consumer selling to business
Diamond details
Size(ct)

0.78

Shape

Round

Colour

G

Clarity

IF

Cut

Ex

Grading institute

GIA

Transaction details
4/4/16
Date purchased
Blue Nile
Seller
$3,555
Price paid
12/30/16
Date sold
IIDV
Buyer
$2,320
Price sold
35%
Haircut

Source: Paul Zemnisky data © 2019 Paulzimnisky.com

recycled diamond business in 2016, after a
multi-month trial period, under the generic
moniker International Institute of Diamond
Valuation or IIDV, as aforementioned. The
entity buys diamonds from consumers
through about 100 approved brick-andmortar jewellers in the United States and
also through an online process. Using the
online option, “diamond sellers” fill out a
submission form and are provided with a
prepaid shipping label, e.g. FedEx, to be used
to send their diamond to the institute for
inspection. In a matter of days, a “market
price quote” is given which the seller can
take or leave free of charge. If the seller
agrees to sell, funds are transferred via bank
wire.
As an anecdote, a 0.78-carat internally
flawless G-colour round was sold via the IIDV
process at a 35% haircut. (See GRAPH 1.)
It would be in the natural diamond
industry’s favour to support and improve
the resale price spread for consumers.
Optimally the industry should target a
discount between the retail price of a natural
diamond and the resale price, i.e. a “haircut”,
that is less than the cost of an equivalent
lab-created diamond. For example, if a
natural 1.25-carat round G-colour VS1 idealcut retailed for $8 600 and an equivalent
lab-created retailed for $4 550, the optimal

dealing in recycled diamonds could pose
a more attractive opportunity than in the
past as traditional margins continue to be
squeezed.
Supporting a robust diamond resale
market for consumers is arguably one of the
best ways for the industry to demonstrate
the value of its product and also differentiate
itself from not only lab-created diamonds,
but from other competing luxury products.
De Beers should continue to enhance efforts
in this area and other industry leaders such

as Alrosa, top mid-stream participants and
influential retailers should also seriously
consider the potential longer-term benefits
to their industry. Further, this concept would
also fit well within the narrative of the
Diamond Producers Association marketing
effort of natural diamonds.
Lastly, it is important to conceive that
the potential outcome of such an initiative
would likely improve the perception of
natural diamonds without actually resulting
in a significant influx of new diamond supply

Source: Paul Zimnisky
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Institute of Diamond Valuation (IIDV) and
Mondiamo, a Blue Nile partner, currently do
not buy lab-created diamonds. Online player
Worthy.com will buy lab-created diamonds,
but only in solitaire sizes two carats or larger.
I Do Now I Don’t (Delgatto) recently started
“experimenting” with buying lab-created
but noted that they would only buy at very
discounted prices.
While new companies have emerged in
recent years using the reach and efficiencies
of the internet to make the reselling of
diamonds more comfortable and convenient
for consumers, the space is still relatively
small. Currently it is estimated that the
diamond resale market accounts for 1% to
3% of natural diamond supply on an annual
basis, or two million to four million carats
of rough equivalent. It is estimated that
this market is growing at approximately 3%
to 5% annually, or about 150 000 carats of
rough equivalent a year. For context, natural
diamond production is projected at 143
million carats of rough in 2019.
Notably, De Beers quietly entered the

“

Currently it is
estimated that the
diamond resale
market accounts for
1% to 3% of natural
diamond supply.
– Zimnisky

The only thing that sets a natural diamond apart
from its lab-created counterpart is that a natural
one is a non-renewable resource.

to market. Most consumers would probably
still be reluctant to sell their diamonds (for
reasons other than price) even if the resale
market was in fact more liquid. However,
the simple notion of consumers knowing
that they could sell their diamonds if they
decided to would in itself accomplish the
aforementioned benefits to the industry. n

GRAPH 1

haircut for the natural diamond would be
less than 47%.
In this case it would theoretically make
economic sense for the consumer to
purchase a natural diamond over a labcreated (excluding any cost of carry or price
appreciation over time of the natural, and
assuming that the lab-created diamond has
little to no resale value). Further, it could
be argued that the price of lab-created
diamonds will eventually gravitate towards
the natural diamond resale spread discount,
as this is the amount of money that a
consumer is “willing to allow” the industry to
consume.
While industry pushback is
understandable given that increased supply
via recycled diamonds could negatively
impact the supply/demand dynamic for
miners and given that recycled supply
doesn’t support manufacturers of rough-topolished, the benefits of a more prevalent
diamond recycling industry arguably
outweigh the potential costs.
Miners could benefit from higher overall
diamond prices supported by a more
effective diamond recycling mechanism.
Manufacturers could still find business
in the recutting of recycled diamonds.
For wholesalers and other midstream
participants, going forward the business of

Hikvision
launches
thermal deep
learning bullet
cameras
Hikvision, a supplier of innovative video surveillance
products and solutions, has released updated versions of
its thermal deep learning bullet cameras that will bring
enhanced capabilities to perimeter security, including
advanced fire-detection technology, the company said.
The new cost-effective cameras are equipped with deep
learning algorithms as well as built-in graphics processing
units (GPU) to support updated algorithms in the future.
Based on deep learning algorithms, Hikvision’s thermal
deep learning bullet cameras deliver powerful and
accurate behaviour analysis, including detections such as
line crossing, intrusion, region entrance and exit.
The intelligent human/vehicle detection feature helps
reduce false alarms caused by animals, camera shake,
falling leaves, or other irrelevant objects, significantly

improving alarm accuracy, the company said.
The GPUs with advanced imaging processing
technology can create excellent thermal imaging results.
These high-performance GPUs can support updates with
more complex algorithms with larger data samples in the
future to further improve the intelligent effect of video
content analytics.
Hikvision’s thermal deep learning bullet cameras can
be used in a broad range of perimeter security and fireprevention solutions, specifically in industry scenarios like
power stations, airports, mines and farms. Its small size
and neat, stable design make it convenient to install and
adjust the angle freely, by wall, ceiling or stand mounting.
The current model of Hikvision thermal deep learning
bullet cameras is available (DS-2TD2137/V1 series).
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